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Keene A52S Super Sluice Box

Our Super Sluice Box is the first sluice that allows you to dump unclassified
material through the box at much higher volumes than ever thought possible
while still retaining fine gold! Not only does this sluice a eat material
like no other, it is the easiest and fastest sluice to set up in the world.
I can’t tell you how many times it took me 20, 30 minutes, even an hour in
some cases, walking up and down the river looking for just the right depth of

https://www.promusicalaska.com/store/prospecting-equipment/sluice-boxes/keene-a52s-super-sluice-box/


rocks, water flows, etc. Now it takes only a few minutes to set up and get to
work. Equipped with our upgraded Mini Max folding Leg system that a
articulates 4 different positions independently. Each leg travels up and down
as well.

The screen system features a mix of grizzly bars, a punch plate and woven
wire which quickly classifies the material and drops the water speeds
underneath to at least half! This allows the riffles to do their job in ideal
conditions. We are using a mix of carpets, expanded metal, Hungarian riffles
and our world famous Miracle matting. This combination provides the ultimate
in regenerative riffle design that works even in heavy black sand areas. The
variety of rifle designs performs exceptionally well in a multitude of
conditions and is very forgiving if you tilt the box to the side or have
disruptions in the water flow. It really holds on to the gold!

We have manufactured this sluice box with the highest possible quality we can
achieve. The legs, latches, screens, and riffles are simply bulletproof and
should last for years. The performance of this sluice box is “by far superior
to anything on the market” We simply blow the competition away. This sluice
box will find you more gold than any other box out there and you will not
find a better sluice box to expand into dredges, high bankers and more than
the Keene Super Sluice.

Net Weight 18.5 lbs

 

 

Price: $489.00

SKU: 7710

Categories: Sluice Boxes

Tags: Gold Prospecting Supplies, Gold Sluice, Stream Sluice

Product Short Description :

This sluice box takes the standard in the industry for decades, the A52 and
adds on all the features to super charge it.

The A52S can be expanded into a highbanker/dredge system if you want to
increase production and get more gold.
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Customer Service Is Our Top Priority!


